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Abstract Fusion-born alpha particle losses are investigated for two ITER scenarios with and without
test blanket modules (TBMs). When the TBMs were present it was found that the losses increased
by a factor of two overall with a marked increase in its localization. The heat load on the first wall
with optimized ripple (0.2%) and no TBMs was spread uniformly over the outer wall due to the 18-fold
symmetry of the toroidal field coil set. In the simulations with the TBMs three intense hot spots were
obtained with heat loads up to 0.7 MW/m2 in front of the TBMs.
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Introduction

Alpha particles in ITER should be confined well during the burn phase of the discharge
and not lost due to the effects of magnetic field ripple. Alpha particle losses have been
studied in the past in order to obtain the heat load on plasma facing components due to
ripple induced losses [1, 2]. In previous ITER studies it was found that when the toroidal
field ripple was kept below 0.2% at the last closed flux surface (LCF), by use of ferritic
inserts between the inner and outer shell of the vacuum vessel, heat loads due to fusion
born alpha particles where well within the required limits for various plasma scenarios.
A major goal on ITER is to study tritium breeding in blanket modules. Three test
blanket modules (TBMs) are being envisioned for ITER. These TBMs will be inserted at
the mid-plane at three toroidal angles, -40, 0, and 40 deg. and they have a significant
impact on the toroidal field ripple as can be seen in fig. 1b and c. The 18-fold toroidal
symmetry is broken and three strong magnetic perturbations are created in front of the
TBMs that affect the fusion-born alpha particle confinement negatively by creating three
localized hot spots with heat loads up to 0.7 MW/m2 in front of the TBMs (section 4).
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Figure 1: Radial component of the ITER toroidal field ripple without (a) and with (b) the three
TBMs and (c) the radial, vertical and toroidal magnetic field components at the LCF mid plane
at R=8.28 m and Z=0.60 m. Note the four fold increase of the color scale between (a) and (b).
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In this study we have examined for two standard ITER configurations: Scenario 2 an
inductive 15 MA plasma producing 400 MW of fusion power with Q=10 for 400 s, and
Scenario 4 a 9 MA steady state weakly reversed magnetic shear plasma producing 300 MW
of fusion power with Q=5 for 3000 s (section 2). In both cases ripple-induced fusion-born
alpha particle losses were calculated with and without the three TBMs (section 4).
The loss calculations were performed with the ORBIT and SPIRAL codes [3, 4]. The
ORBIT code is a guiding center following code whereby the field ripple is given as a
sum over a few toroidal harmonics and was used to study the cases without TBMs. The
SPIRAL code uses the Lorenz force to follow the full particle orbit in a toroidal magnetic
field configuration with arbitrary ripple (section 3). From the simulation results it is
concluded that the toroidal field ripple due to the TBMs can be harmful for the first wall.

2

equilibrium configurations

We have examined the fusion-born alpha particle losses for two standard ITER configurations, Scenario 2 (fig. 2a and c) an inductive 15 MA plasma producing 400 MW of fusion
power with Q=10 for 400 s, and Scenario 4 (fig. 2b and c) a 9 MA steady state weakly
reversed magnetic shear plasma producing 300 MW of fusion power with Q=5 for 3000 s.
In both cases the losses were calculated with the toroidal field ripple, with and without
the three TBMs. Those equilibrium configurations together with the alpha particle birth
distribution (fig. 2d) were obtained from the ITER data base [5].
The 3-D magnetic ripple fields were obtained from G. Sabiene [6]. In fig. 1 the radial
component of the ripple field is shown without and with the TBM ripple field included.
For the toroidal field ferritic inserts were included to reduce the toroidal field ripple at
the plasma edge to 0.2% from well over 1% without ferritic inserts. The TBMs that were
used in the magnetic field calculations consisted of two equal modules of 2.1 ton ferritic
steel (EUFER), stacked vertically, and placed in one equatorial port. Three ports, at
-40, 0, and 40 deg. toroidal angle were loaded with TBMs in our simulations. The three
components of the magnetic field ripple due to the TBMs are shown in fig. 1c at the low
field-side plasma mid plane.
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Figure 2: ITER equilibrium plasma configurations for scenario 2 (a) and scenario 4 (b) with
equispaced minor radius contours indicated. The magnetic safety factor profiles and Alphaparticle birth distributions are shown in (c) and (d) respectively.
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simulations

The fusion-born alpha particle loss calculations were performed with the ORBIT and
SPIRAL codes. The ORBIT code is a guiding center following code whereby the field
ripple is given as a sum over a few toroidal harmonics and was used to study the cases
without TBMs. The ORBIT code is well documented and a description of the code can
be found in [3, 4]. In both the ORBIT and SPIRAL code fusion-born alpha particles
were drawn from the alpha-particle birth distributions (fig. 2d) and followed for a certain
amount of time after their birth (up to 40 ms in the ORBIT code and 2 ms in the SPIRAL
code) When the particle passed the LCF it was marked as lost.
The SPIRAL code was developed recently to study ripple fields that cannot be decomposed in one or a few dominant toroidal components such as the ITER ripple field
with TBMs. It uses the full Lorentz force to calculate the particle orbits. A toroidally
symmetric equilibrium magnetic field which contains the contributions of the plasma was
obtained from an EFIT calculation. EFIT gives the deviation of the toroidal magnetic
field as function of the major radius, R, from the ideal field: R0 B0 /R, with B0 the toroidal
magnetic field at R0 while the vertical and radial fields are obtained from the poloidal
flux function, Ψp (R, Z), (Z the vertical coordinate). This flux function is given on a rectangular grid with a resolution of approximately 2 cm. For the particle orbit calculations
Ψp has to interpolated in between the grid points in an accurate and fast way. This was
achieved as follows. The poloidal flux function was decomposed into a double sum of
Chebychev polynomials of the first kind, T (x), [7]:
Ψp (R, Z) =

XX
i

aij Ti (R)Tj (Z)

(1)

j

and usually about 30 terms are kept for each sum to give a maximum deviation of less
that 0.5% between the given points and the polynomial expansion. The radial (BR ) and
vertical (BZ ) magnetic fields are then obtained by taking the derivatives of eq. 1 with
respect to R and Z:
BR =
BZ = −

1 XX z
1 ∂Ψp (R, Z)
=
a Ti (R)Tj (Z)
R
∂Z
R i j ij

1 XX r
1 ∂Ψp (R, Z)
=−
a Ti (R)Tj (Z)
R
∂R
R i j ij

(2)

whereby taking the derivatives of the Chebychev polynomials is obtained by rearangeing
the coefficients aij into arij (azij ) for the radial (vertical) field. It can be shown that that
the equilibrium magnetic field constructed in this way is guaranteed divergence free as
required by Maxwells equations.
The toroidal ripple fields [6] that we have used in our calculations were specified as
˜
(BR , B˜ϕ , B˜Z ) at 432 equally spaced toroidal angles on 1436 locations in each RZ-plane.
These ripple fields were calculated for the vacuum field only. For fast and accurate
calculations we have expanded the B˜R and B˜Z components of the ripple field into finite
Chebychev sums similar to the equilibrium field. For the interpolation in the toroidal
direction we have used a quadratic polynomial around each toroidal planes:
B̃xi (R, ϕ, Z) = B̃xi (R, Z) + Uxi (R, Z)ϕ + Vxi (R, Z)ϕ2

(3)

(with x either R or Z, and i the index of the ith plane) and demanded that the radial and
vertical fields and their derivatives are continous half way between two given planes. After
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Figure 3: Lost alpha particle energy in 2 ms for scenario 2 (a) and scenario 4 (b) calculated
with the SPIRAL code. Solid curves: losses for the equilibrium field without ripple and TBMs
(cyan), field ripple only (blue), and field ripple and TBMs (red). the solid black curve is the
birth profile while the dotted curves are the alpha particle profiles after 2 ms (same color coding
as the loss profiles).
expanding the functions B̃xi (R, Z), Uxi (R, Z), and Vxi (R, Z) into a finite sum of Chebychev
polynomials (In the current calculations 10 coefficients in the radial and 15 in the vertical
direction were sufficient to describe the ripple fields accurately) the expansion coefficients
can be determined uniquely from the condition that the fields should be periodical in
ϕ. From the condition that the magnetic field should be divergence free the poloidal
component was calculated. This involved differentiating the expansions of B̃xi , Uxi , and Vxi
with respect to R and Z summing the various components and integrating with respect
to ϕ. All those operations were performed analytically using the Chebychev expansion
coefficients and therefore, the ripple field is also guaranteed to be divergence free in
the calculations down to the numerical precision of the computation. The analytically
constructed B˜ϕ field was in excellent agreement with the given numerical one [6].
The differential equation solver that is used in the SPIRAL code is a NAG implementation [9] of a variable-order, variable-step, Adams method integrator [8]. A key feature of
this integrator is that the user gives the time interval over which the equations are to be
integrated together with the desired accuracy at the end of the integration. The algorithm
then determines the number of steps to be taken to obtain the requested accuracy, in our
case up to ten million evaluations were performed for following the particles for 2 ms.
For our runs we have set the accuracy in such a way that the average particle energy was
conserved by better than 0.1% with similar values for the magnetic moment. In order
to access the effects of the accuracy we have performed one run in which the energy was
conserved to four parts per million at the expense of a a four-fold increase in CPU time
and like wise in the number of evaluations. The losses that were found in this case and
the distribution at the LCF were very similar, thereby justifying the chosen setting of the
accuracy parameter.

4

Results

The alpha particle birth rate is strongly peaked toward the plasma center (fig. 2d) while
the main losses occur near the edge (fig. 3). In order to sample the edge region with
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Figure 4: Lost alpha particle power as function of time after birth for scenario 2 (a) and scenario
4 (b) for the equilibrium field without ripple and and TBMs, ripple only, and ripple and TBMs.
The solid curves are obtained from the SPIRAL code while the dashed curves are exponential
extrapolations.
high statistical accuracy in our Monte Carlo simulations, three separate runs were performed where the particles were distributed in three plasma shells from Ψpol = [0.0, 0.25],
[0.25, 0.50], and [0.50, 1.0] according to the alpha particle birth profiles and spread uniformly over the flux surface and pitch angle. In each shell 20000 particles were used to
follow the orbits for up to 2.0 ms. Afterward, the results from the three regions were
combined for further analysis and the numbers of lost particles are transformed into lost
power.
From the results of the SPIRAL code, shown in fig. 3a, it can be seen that the losses
for scenario 2 come mainly from the outer layers of the plasma well beyond Ψpol = 0.5 (or
r/a = 0.6) and that the extra losses due to the the TBMs occur also in that region. For
scenario 4 alpha particles are lost over a much larger region, nearly up to the plasma center,
when either toroidal field ripple alone or toroidal field ripple and TBMs are included
(fig. 3b). Enhanced losses due to the TBMs come from both the edge and to a lesser
extend from the core.
Particles should be followed long enough so that they reach the LCF. One way to
investigate weather the integration time is sufficient is to plot the accumulated losses as
a function of time as shown in fig. 4 and investigate if the losses saturate. From this
figure it can be seen that after 2 ms not all the particles are lost. For calculating heat
loads it is important to use the total losses and not the losses found in the simulations
with a finite run time. The loss rate can well be described by a decaying exponential
(a + b(1 − exp(−t/λ)) and therefore, we have fitted an exponential to the loss curves
obtained in the simulations curves where we have used the time interval from 0.2 to 2
ms to avoid interference from the prompt losses which occur on time scales of less than
100 µs. The loss times, λ, that were found for scenario 2 were 0.7 ms without TBMs and
1.7 ms with TBMs. For scenario 4 a decay constant of 1.1 ms was found for the ripple
case without or with TBMs. The losses occur on a much faster time scale that the slowing
down time which is 1.5 s for scenario 2 and 2.1 s for scenario 4, justifying the choice not
to include slowing down effects in the present calculations.
In fig.4 the lost power as calculated using ORBIT for the toroidal coil field ripple
only case is also shown. For scenario 2 the ORBIT and SPIRAL codes agree well but
for scenario 4 the SPIRAL code finds much higher losses than ORBIT even without
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Figure 5: calculated heat loads for scenario 2 at the LCF with field ripple only (a) and field
ripple and TBMs (b). Note the seventeen fold increase in the power density scale in (b).
TBMs. The (guiding-center following) ORBIT results are consistent with losses calculated
from other guiding-center following codes (ASCOT [10], OFMC [11]). The big difference
between the SPIRAL and orbit code is that ORBIT uses the guiding-center approximation
while the SPIRAL code follows the full gyro motion of the particles (at the expense of
a significant increase of CPU time). After carefully examinations of the ORBIT and
SPRIAL codes we conclude that the difference between the guiding-center and full orbit
calculation is real and the finite gyro-radius is the cause of the increased losses [12].
Heat load estimates due to fusion-born alpha particles are important for a robust
design of the ITER first wall and we have obtained those numbers from our simulations.
In fact we have calculated the alpha particle heat load on the LCF instead of the wall
which is 15 cm away in the vicinity of the plasma mid plane. Because the shape of the
first wall is very similar to the LCF (except near the divertor region) we expect that the
heat loads at the LCF are a good approximation for the wall heat loads. In figs. 5 and 6
are shown at the power losses at the LCF as function of toroidal and poloidal angle for
scenario 2 and 4. Figs. 5a and 6a show the case without TBMs and in figs. 5b and 6b the
TBMs are included. In the ripple only cases the head load is spread uniformly among 18
spots below the mid plane. with a maximum heat load of 20 kW/m2 for scenario 2 and
100 kW/m2 for scenario 4. Such heat loads are not threatening to the first wall.
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Figure 6: calculated heat loads for scenario 4 at the LCF with field ripple only (a) and field
ripple and TBMs (b). Note the seven fold increase in the power density scale for the TBM case.
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When the three TBMs are inserted three strongly localized hot spots appear in front
of the TBMs whereby the first TBM at -40 deg. takes the majority of the power as can
seen in figs. 5b and 6b. Maximum heat loads of 0.34 MW/m2 were found for scenario 2
while in scenario 4 the maximum heat load reached 0.7 MW/m2 .
Comparing the heat loads of the alpha particles with the current design value for the
first wall, 0.5 MW/m2 , reveals that the the heat loads for the toroidal field coil ripple
only are well below the design value for both scenarios. In contrast, the localized losses
due to the TBMs may pose a serious material risk to the first wall.
The alpha particle heat load is in addition to the heat loads from radiation and neutrons (up to about 0.2 MW/m2 ). In our simulations we have only calculated alpha particle
losses due to toroidal field ripple but additional alpha particle losses can be expected from
MHD activity (such as Alfvén activity, fishbones, etc.) [13].
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Conclusion and outlook

We have studied fusion born alpha particle losses that are caused by the (optimized)
toroidal field ripple and by the extra field ripple due to three TBMs for two ITER scenarios. It was found that these losses and wall heat loads are within the limits for the
first wall for the case without TBMs. The losses reported in this paper are higher than in
comparable studies because we have used the full particle motion instead of the guiding
center approximation. We have found that the finite Lamor radius of the alpha particles
can cause a significant increase in the alpha particle losses. Details on this loss mechanism
will be published soon [12].
When TBMs were introduced with their large ripple fields, the alpha particle losses
increased significantly and very intense localized hot spots were found in front of the
TBMs. The heat loads approached the ITER wall limit in the case of scenario 2 while
in scenario 4 the loads are well above the design value of the first wall. The TBM ripple
fields that were used in this study were not optimized to reduce the heat loads. Therefore,
an engineering effort should be made to reduce the magnetic field ripple induced by the
TBMs. Another option is to or add extra armor in front of the TBMs so that the first
wall can withstand the increased heat loads.
In this study we have only investigated the ripple-induced fusion-born alpha particle
losses. It is expected that plasma fluctuations such as MHD activity and turbulence will
increase the losses [13]. Therefore, the alpha particle heat loads that we have found in
this study are lower limits and the loads may increase when plasma fluctuation effects are
taken into account.
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